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NWIC INC. ACQUIRES LAST MILE WIRELESS INTERNET INC., DOUBLING DOWN ON A
COMMITMENT TO PROVIDE SUPERIOR BROADBAND SERVICES ACROSS NIAGARA
Vineland, Ontario – NWIC Inc. has completed the acquisition of internet service provider, Last Mile
Wireless Internet Inc.
Established in 2003, Last Mile Wireless Internet Inc. (LMWI) is a Niagara-based internet service provider
(ISP), with their primary office located in Fort Erie, Ontario. From humble beginnings as a communityfocused ISP, LMWI quickly grew to become one of Niagara’s largest rural broadband providers,
servicing both residential and business customers across the region. NWIC and LMWI have always had
a great relationship with the same end goal, often recommending each other’s services to ensure
customers had access to the best network possible.
This acquisition makes NWIC the largest rural internet service provider in the Niagara Region, a
significant step towards ensuring the entire region has access to fast, reliable internet.
“Gina Collins and Tyrone Ramkissoon have built an outstanding company in LMWI", said Scott Holmes,
CEO of NWIC Inc. "This transition is a perfect fit for NWIC, as it will provide expanded coverage and
complementary technologies. Collectively we will now service around 5,000 customers in the rural
parts of the Niagara Region, with over 70 sites of high capacity internet connectivity. We will continue
our commitment to bringing the fastest and most reliable wireless connections to the communities
we serve, and through this acquisition we can expedite those plans to conquering the digital divide.
We are proud to continue supporting the Niagara Region by creating jobs and providing vital services
to residents and businesses.”
NWIC is offering businesses with dedicated connectivity of symmetrical connections up to 1GBps and
will continue expanding this coverage to more locations in the Region. NWIC is also investing into the
latest wireless technology for Home, bringing new unprecedented speeds to rural communities of
Niagara.
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ABOUT NWIC INC.
Established in 2011, NWIC Inc. is Niagara’s largest rural internet service provider. With over 2,500 sq km
of coverage and 70+ sites, NWIC provides urban and rural wireless, fiber and cable internet solutions
across the region. Visit our website at nwic.com to learn more about our residential, commercial and
enterprise services.
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For more information about this release, please contact Larry Chartier at (289) 273-7711 or email
larry@nwic.com.
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